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Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 203 x 127 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.When Gwendoline meets the fairies of
Brenton Woods, her magical adventures begin. Oakley the head-elf, is very cross. A broken branch
from last night s storm is stopping the post-elves from delivering the Royal Wedding invitations.
Can Gwendoline help the fairies and put a smile back on Oakley s face? Gwendoline Solves A
Problem is the first book in a series about eight year old Gwendoline Harris. After moving with her
parents to a new home in Brenton Village, she discovers a fairy ring at the bottom of her garden and
meets Jasmine, the head-fairy. Jasmine introduces Gwendoline to the fairies of Brenton Woods and
all the other magical people that live there. Follow Gwendoline as she settles into her new home,
starts at her new school, and discovers a wonderful fairy kingdom in the woodland behind Brook
Cottage. A first chapter book for ages 6-8.
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ReviewsReviews

The ebook is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. It is rally fascinating throgh reading through time. I am e ortlessly can get a enjoyment of reading a
written publication.
-- Kiarra Schultz III-- Kiarra Schultz III

This publication will be worth purchasing. Indeed, it can be enjoy, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am just happy to inform you that this is
basically the best ebook i have got study within my own lifestyle and may be he very best ebook for ever.
-- Dr. Furman Anderson Sr.-- Dr. Furman Anderson Sr.
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